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Abstract— Like it, all known, almost all the cell phones now existing in the world almost have all have at least good quality 
of back camera except to some phone and also, a few years before, technology enhances and technical industry people 
launched new application by using this camera on which very big documents is achieved by completely traversing this 
camera on it. Now, it’s a strong effort to make out to upgrade this application. Now, this application can extract the text 
from the picture. It is a tricky assignment due to creative actions of mobile camera beside by way of hand on shaking, 
transform in enlightenment suitable to hand overshade, etc. the matter has extra complied through the detail that transcript 
alphabets which not hold diverse quality which is mainly an input necessity for panoramic icon invention. An outline is 
intended for some time to filter the configuration of icons depends upon the supermodel designing. This saves memory by 
extracting text from images by using OCR technology. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Multiple facilities in one device give some relief to the 
present users who have the use of various technologies for 
their work. One cell phone now can do various things like 
playing video, audio, reading books, world best dictionaries, 
and so many things. Now, putting a lot of effort here to 
make something which makes the camera even more from 
clicking pictures that is to make use of a camera which 
lowers the gap between the virtual space and physical space. 
This application took all images of visual codes that are 
written on the pages. After taking that it encodes all the text 
on the pages from the same image. 
 
This application first scans the hardcopy, then by using 
OCR technology it extracts the text written in the hard copy. 
OCR software changed the whole scanned image into two 
types of color one is black and the other is white. After 
scanning the image it examines for the luminous and 
shadowy area, where the shadowy area is identified as 
characters that required to be acknowledged and luminous 
area are recognized as the backdrop. After that, shadows are 
recognized by either alphabets or numeric. It is mainly 
focusing on one text at a time whether it is one character or 
word or else block of text. 
Characters identification is done by using these two main 
algorithms 
  

1.   Pattern recognition algorithm 
         2.   Feature detection algorithm 

This application is made by the research works with 
some changes which are appropriate for manuscript 
based matching. 

 

1. PATTERN RECOGNITION ALGORITHM 

This algorithm is used to detect the various fonts 
as well as formats and then that format is used to 
contrast and identify text whether it is in the form 
of alphabets and numeric in the scanned 
document. 

                             

                                                             

Figure 1. Pattern Recognition Algorithm 
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2. FEATURE DETECTION ALGORITHM 

According to the OCR program some rules are there to 
recognize the specific features of alphabets or numeric 
from the scanned files. Characteristics could consist of 
the number of oblique lines, crossed to each other lines 
or upward and downward curves which are maybe in the 
form of the parabola in text for contrast. Let’s take an 
example, like take a capital alphabet “H” possibly will 
be stored like two vertical lines and one horizontal line 
in between these two vertical lines. When quality is 
recognized, it is changed into an ASCII code which is 
worn by the computer’s system to manage the 
manipulations ahead. The users and consumers should 
identify and correct all the basic mistakes analyzed and 
be sure that complicated designs were managed 
appropriately before saving the file for further use.  

 
                     Figure 2. Feature detection Algorithm 

                                                    

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 The strategy of a programmed linear textbook 
scanning devices, with few traits, is 
suggested in [1]. 

 Prosperous bodily design investigation is a 
key feature in the presentation of text 
identifiers and a large number of other 
different applications. To benefit and 
calculate the act of new Arabic physical 
layout exploration answers, [2] grants the 
outcomes of the competition as well as 
implementation. 

 Experiments in [3] signpost that for the 
situation of few restricted exercise data 
accessibility recovers the scanning and 
illumination accurateness of printer. 

 Experiments in [4] point out that outcomes on 
genuine records of that paper demonstrate 
that indexing arrangement is in effect as well 
as well-organized in index age group and 
level. 

 The huge figure of try-outs in [6] illustrates 
that the future retrieval technique in [6] is 
modest and viable. That skill not only saves 
the unique kind of these ancient archives, it 
can also help persons to get these files visibly 
and professionally. 

 An original technique to precise view and 
symmetrical alterations as fine as to section 
and polish sheet edges, which is free of file 
matters and also it does not need any extra 
hardware or numerous pictures is conversed 
in [5]. 

III. FIGURES AND TABLES 

 
Figure 3. Inner Design and Working Principle of the proposed 
scanning application 

 
 

IV.  Abbreviations and Acronyms 

OCR – Optical character recognition 

 ASCII–Differencing American standard code for   

information interchange 
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V.  CONCLUSION 

 To save the money size, it’s just an effort to make the 
application which not only able to scan the documents but 
also be able to extract the text from those documents. This 
saves the memory and also paper wastage because with 
the help of this application no need to write something 
virtually because this application scanned evens the virtual 
copy directly from the notepad. The foremost focus of this 
technical project is to mechanize the facts which are 
scanning and made that app capable so that this function is 
accomplished of taking and accepting the necessary 
information by that app itself and will save it. Its 
upcoming possibility is to keep the bill data such that it is 
online access to formulate the data obtainable across 
different devices. Another future scope of this application 
is that till now, in all the scanning applications, they scan 
images only and they won’t be able to edit once images 
get scanned but in this application, there is no need for 
paper. Once scanned then the bill is saved locally and 
shows all those items in a table together. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

The future scope of this application is to save the contents 
locally in the mobile and also save its content online by 
using Google’s cloud vision and also make the application 
to make the user able to access the contents from anywhere 
online if they get lost their mobile or in any other cases. 

Another future scope is like google drive here in this 
application anyone put their contents and upload that in 
this device and be able to share the links of any contents. 
No need to share the whole contents. 

The last scope is to shows all the contents that it’s user 
keeps in it and save in it in the form of a table. 
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